Welcome to the Be4ward newsletter, our opportunity to share with you our most recent
articles, along with our company and wider industry news.
It's been a busy couple of months on the events front, with the team attending the 35th
GS1 Healthcare Conference in Amsterdam, Making Pharmaceuticals in Coventry and
BSMA Europe Conference held in Brussels. We also had the pleasure of co-hosting a
webinar with Argos Multilingual with VP Andrew Love speaking on the topic of getting
your artwork translation process Right-First-Time.
We've continued to share our thoughts and knowledge via a series of articles on the
subjects of Optimising Your Packaging Facilities and the important artwork metric of
getting it Right-First-Time. We've also taken a look at the current global Serialisation
landscape and examined what lies on the horizon in VP Stephen McIndoe's insightful
post Upcoming EU and US Serialisation: fresh challenges lie ahead. You can find these
in our Featured Blog Post section below, available for you to read on or off-line.
With Artwork Translation being a hot topic for us last month, we share with you our
Be4ward Executive Briefing: Ensuring Effective Translations providing our series of top
tips to help you establish your translation capability based around a simple 10 step
process.
We have also selected some Top News Picks from the industry that we think are worth
a read.
We hope you will find this newsletter of interest and as always we welcome your
thoughts and comment. If you and your business require advice or assistance in any of
these areas, please do not hesitate to get in touch.

Kind regards,
The team at Be4ward
Go to Featured Blog Posts
Go to Executive Briefing
Go to Top News Picks

Be4ward Company News

We're delighted that Be4ward VP Stephen McIndoe has been selected to
participate in the International Coalition of Medicines Regulatory Authorities Track
and Trace project.

It was a pleasure to support Making Pharmaceuticals Exhibition and
Conference again this year, sharing our expert knowledge via four speaker
slots.

Packaging Complexity : How to Cope With Increasing Numbers of Small Volumes
Andrew Love
Serialisation: The Deadline for FMD Was February 2019 – Where Are We Now?
Andy Cummings
Packaging Artwork : How To Improve Your Right-First-Time
Andrew Love
Making Pharmaceutical Packaging That is Easy for Elderly People to Open
Stephen Wilkins

We were thrilled with the level of attendance at our presentations and
enjoyed meeting and answering the questions of a number of the attendees.
If you were unable to make the conference this year but would like a copy of
the Be4ward presentations given there, please do get in touch.

VP Andrew Love will be chairing and speaking at the IQPC Pharmaceutical
Packaging and Labelling Summit 18th - 20th June in Zurich. As well as
chairing the two day conference, Andrew will be speaking on day 1 of the
conference at 16:45 on the topic of Managing Portfolio Complexity in
Packaging – Dealing with Small Volume Products
• Discover how small product volumes create significant complexity, cost and
waste across all packaging activities
• Gain insight into techniques you can utilise to obtain greater efficiencies
• Benchmark your own approach to overcoming these challenges and
understand the operational implications
You can register for attendance here

VP Andrew Love delivered an engaging and informative webinar on the topic of
Translation Error in artwork, in partnership with language solutions provider Argos
Multilingual. If you were unable to join us for the webinar, you can find the
presentation here.

Featured Blog Posts
by Andrew Love

Optimising Your Packaging Facilities: Part 4
How do you optimise the packaging facility design, to deliver optimal service
levels at minimum cost? This is the question our VP Andrew Love addresses
in part four of his blog series: Optimising Your Packaging Facilities, via

his tops tips looking at:
• How to deal with different product groupings
• How to manage different order quantities
• How to manage postponement and late customisation
• How to build flexibility into the facility
• How to reduce changeover time
• How to optimise the supply chain
• The value of outsourcing

>> Read it offline
Read it online

Optimising Your Packaging Facilities: Part 5
Packaging complexity, a very necessary issue that can be addressed via
appropriate product portfolio, examining the packaging facility design and
looking at the key attributes of product packaging. This is the topic of our VP
Andrew Love's latest blog series and here in part 5 he looks at product
packaging, offering his top tips on standardising brand, component sizes and
templates and the importance of looking ahead and planning for future
legislation.
>> Read it offline
Read it online

Featured Blog Posts
by Stephen McIndoe

Right-First-Time : Part 4
Are you getting your artwork process right first time?
Why does it matter?
How can you measure it and manage it?
If errors are being made, where are they happening and why?
In the fourth part of the Right-First-Time blog series I look at the final two
tips, focusing on the importance of quality time, quality facilities and how to
create a winning culture in the workplace.
>> Read it offline
Read it online

Upcoming EU and US serialisation: fresh challenges lie ahead
The EU FMD system went live on deadline on 9th February this year, so where
are we now? What are the challenges facing manufacturers, wholesalers and
pharmacies? What areas require further development? What's next for the US
DSCSA? These are some of the questions our VP Stephen McIndoe tackles
in his latest blog post, read on for an insider's view on the current state of EU
and

US

serialisation.

>> Read it offline
Read it online

Executive Briefing
Andrew Love
Stephen McIndoe

Ensuring Effective Translations
As globalisation increases and companies reach customers in many more markets
around the world, the need for accurate and comprehensive translations increases.
Translation activity is an often forgotten back-room process. It is rarely considered
core to a company’s operations, but failure in the process results in incorrect
information being provided to customers, suppliers, regulators or shareholders. At
minimum this is embarrassing and may not show the company in the best light.
However some errors can be significant, impacting the safety of the customer or
agreements with regulators. These can seriously damage the company’s reputation
and lead to sanctions and fines. It is therefore essential that a company has a fit for
purpose translation capability. This should ensure that the processes, roles,
suppliers and systems necessary to deliver a quality output are available across the
organisation

for

anyone

involved

in

translation

activity.

This Executive Briefing provides a series of tips to help you establish your
translation capability.

Read the Executive Briefing to learn more
>> Read it offline

Top 3 News Picks
We share some of the latest worldwide news picks, on topics related to Serialisation,
Artwork, Proofreading, Packaging and Supply Chain Optimisation. Here are three links
from the many recently shared articles in the industry that we think are worth your time.

Packaging and Labelling
Short read from The Guardian

Australian $50 note typo: spelling mistake
printed 46 million times
Red faces after discovery $2.3bn worth of currency has a misprint of the
word responsibility in banknote’s ‘micro-text’

Click here to read the article

Packaging
Short read from European Pharmaceutical Manufacturer Magazine

5 ways packaging is bringing the fight to
fake drugs
Scott McDougall
With drug counterfeiters increasing in number and determination, it’s crucial

to be able to spot fraudulent medicines to stay safe. Here Scott McDougall,
co-founder and registered manager of The Independent Pharmacy outlines
five technological advancements that are taking the fight to fake drugs.
Click here to read the article

Packaging | Brexit
Short read from Packaging News

Analysis | Struggling sterling driving UK
food packaging automation
The minimum wage and the weak pound is driving the packaging industry
towards automation, according to equipment manufacturer Sparc Systems.
Click here to read the article

Executive Briefing: read offline

ENSURING EFFECTIVE TRANSLATIONS
Introduction
As globalisation increases and companies reach customers in many more
markets around the world, the need for accurate and comprehensive
translations increases. Translation activity is an often forgotten back-room
process. It is rarely considered core to a company’s operations, but failure in
the process results in incorrect information being provided to customers,
suppliers, regulators or shareholders. At minimum this is embarrassing and
may not show the company in the best light. However some errors can be
significant, impacting the safety of the customer or agreements with
regulators. These can seriously damage the company’s reputation and lead
to sanctions and fines. It is therefore essential that a company has a fit for
purpose translation capability. This should ensure that the processes, roles,
suppliers and systems necessary to deliver a quality output are available
across the organisation for anyone involved in translation activity.
1. Define your approach for translation
a. Take a strategic approach to translation
Translation is an important part of any business operation. The process
provides information to customers, suppliers, shareholders and regulators.
Errors can at minimum be embarrassing to the organisation and in the
extreme can lead to sanctions and product recall. It is therefore essential that
a strategic approach is taken to the provision of translation capabilities within
your organisation. This needs to cover policies, processes and procedures,
document creation and management, management of translation agencies
and approval and use of texts. Policies need to be complied with and

management and in-country personnel need to buy-in to documentation
processes
b. Understand the ‘value-add’ from translation
Translation is a complex activity impacting many parts of the organisation
and many different types of documents. It is often a ‘hidden’ activity in many
companies, who don’t realise this complexity or the business impact when
things go wrong. In light of this, it should be performed and managed by
professionals of the domain to ensure a professional approach that assures
and enhances corporate reputation. The preparation, review and approval of
a translation takes time — a translator usually translates around 2500 words
per day. It is therefore important that individuals involved in the process are
given appropriate time to perform the quality critical steps they undertake.
Moreover much of this activity may be performed outside your organisation
by translation service providers. These suppliers need to be appropriately
selected, engaged and managed to ensure performance meets business
requirements. A partnership approach is recommended, involving the
translation providers in the translation projects and process improvements
you are undertaking.
c. Manage terminology and style through glossaries and style guides
The use of glossaries and style guides can provide a level of standard for
translations undertaken. A company-wide glossary of English terms, that is
vetted by management and reviewers, will help ensure that all teams agree
on the core terminology that is unique to your organization. The glossary
could include the following conventions that are used in your company:
corporate/product nomenclature, abbreviations and acronyms, terms that
remain in English (i.e. product names, copyright items, etc), and ‘lingo’ that
should stay consistent across languages. A style guide explains the ‘voice’
and tone that each language should have. This assists in ensuring
consistency of the style if translations in the same language are being
undertaken by different teams across the organisation.
d. Resist the temptation to do it yourself

Being able to speak a language does not guarantee being able to write
effectively in that language. In most cases your written command of a foreign
language will be immediately recognisable as ‘foreign’. Being bilingual is not
a guarantee of being able to translate a document. It is a misconception that
anyone who is bilingual will have fluency in writing or skill in translation. If
you want your organisation to appear professional you need to be served by
a professional approach. Moreover, in many cultures, awkward or sloppy
language is not considered amusing and can be considered insulting. Most
lead translators have a minimum of 5 years of experience in translation.
They either have a university degree, relevant experience in a specialised
field of work, or equivalent professional qualifications. All reputable
translation companies would go through a strict vetting process before
enlisting any translators and their work will be regularly monitored.
Translators will only translate into their native language and will have
experience in the industry they are translating for.
e. Centralize your translation projects and energy
Translation requirements can arise in many different parts of an organisation,
but typically these are not coordinated centrally, but instead local teams
undertake the activity in isolation, to local standards and processes and often
creating a plethora of translations service providers. It is far more effective
from a quality and consistency point of view to centralize language projects
into a centralised coordinator role and outsourcing translation to rigorously
selected and preferred suppliers. It would therefore be recommended to
assign a translation coordinator who selects, assesses, communicates with
and manages your translation providers and coordinates all translation
projects of your company. If you have a large spread of required languages,
it is unlikely that one translation service provider would be able to meet all
needs — they may rely on local subcontractors to support them, and you
would need to ensure that these local subcontractors are appropriate for the
task and effectively managed by the lead service provider. This may drive
you to a shortlist of preferred suppliers, in which case it will be necessary to

ensure when people select a provider, they select on the right basis of
competency, specialisations, languages, prices, etc.
f. Use a document management system
A document management system will help with version control, effective QA
and reviews, and promote re-use and consistency. It should be available for
everyone involved with the process, whether inside or external to your
company.
2. Initiate your project
a. Define your project clearly and in detail
Before you start anything, you need to know what you want to do. You
should think about what you want to be translated and why is it necessary to
do it? What is the purpose of the document and how critical is the
effectiveness of the translation? Who is the intended audience and what
might you have to do to incorporate their needs? b. Think about the final
purpose(s) of the translation(s)
What are you planning to do with the translated document? Is it for
publication, internal use, legal documents, product safety information? Each
of these have different groups of readers and different requirements about
the style of the translation and the accuracy of the content. Understanding
the purpose of the translation should lead you to the best approach for
undertaking the translation and the capabilities you may require from a
translation provider. It will likely also impact the cost of the translation. Not all
translation agencies are the same. They will have different language
capabilities and technical expertise. Understanding the purpose of the
translation will facilitate defining what type of translation provider you need.
Understanding the purpose of the translation will also help you define what
needs to be translated. There may only be specific parts of the source
document that you require and therefore it would make more sense to only
have those sections translated into a new abridged version. This will reduce
the translation cost and also speed up delivery.

c. Take the burden off the words
A picture tells a thousand words. Use of diagrams, pictures and illustrations
can be more effective with international audiences than pages of highly
technical text. Think carefully about the message you want to get across and
how you can get the best mix of text and illustrations.
d. Set deadlines In order to effectively plan your project, you need to be clear
on the deadlines to be met.
From your understanding of the project’s purpose, it should be possible to
determine what will need to happen to the translation once it has been
approved and when approval is required. Is there a publishing deadline to be
met, a date the translation must be submitted to print, or an event the
translation will be used at? Any of these will dictate when the translation
must be required by, forming the deadlines you need to meet.
e. Plan the project from start through to delivery
Planning your project is all about defining the what, when, who and how. For
each step of your translation project be clear on what needs to be done,
when that needs to happen, who needs to be involved and how it will be
done. If you have a clear plan, you will know if you have been successful in
delivering the project. The key steps of what needs to be done should be set
by your translation process, but for some projects there may be multiple
documents to be translated or some additional steps that need to be
undertaken. The deadlines you have identified earlier are the starting point
for defining the timelines for the plan. It is good practice to have standard
lead-times for each step of your process that have been agreed upfront with
all parties involved. Therefore, using the step lead-times to back schedule
from the deadline to be met, will establish a plan. With careful planning, you
should have sufficient time to deliver the translation to the deadline using the
standard step lead-times. However, reality says this is not always the case!
Where the step lead times and deadlines don’t match, it will be necessary to
adjust the step lead-times to meet the delivery date. If this is the case, it is
essential that these schedule changes are agreed with the impacted

stakeholders, make them aware of the priority and assure their buy-in. A
rushed translation will likely result in error, which will cause more delays. Any
translation project will require a number of people involved to prepare the
information to be translated, create the translation, review it and finally
approve it. It is important to define who this set of individuals are so they can
be made aware of the project and how they need to be involved. When
defining the translation, involving those approving it can ensure that they
don’t get surprises when seeing it and can therefore increase chances of
quicker approval. Involving the translation provider early by sharing a draft of
the proposed text can help them be familiar with the content. How tasks are
done refers to the methods used for each step. It is good practice to have
methods captured in documented procedures. This ensures repeatability and
builds in best practices. In many industries, it is a prerequisite to have such
activities precisely captured in Standard Operating Procedures. As part of
defining the methods, the quality criteria to be met should also be defined.
What constitutes an appropriate translation, how will terminology be
maintained, how will differences in opinion on wording and syntax be
resolved — these could all be captured in a translation quality plan. To
achieve all of the above, you need project management that is likely part of
your translation coordinator’s role. There are two aspects to this role:
• Establishing the project as discussed above, ensuring all of the impacted
stakeholders are effectively engaged and agree on the time, quality and
financial expectations.
• Expediting the delivery of the project through monitoring that steps are
delivered on time, people are doing the required tasks appropriately, issues
are addressed promptly, budgets are managed and the overall deadlines are
met. Effective planning of the project is a key step in ensuring a right first
time and on time translation.
f. Manage risks and issues
Whilst effective planning is essential, thinks can go wrong and the project
team need to address them as they happen. As a precursor to this, the

project team should understand the risks and issues associated with the
project. (A simple definition: A risk is something that could go wrong. An
issue is a risk that has happened!) Having contingency plans in place for key
risks and things that could go wrong will help ensure a successful project
outcome.
3. Prepare text for translation
a. Prepare before you start
Prior to commencing, you need to prepare the text needing translation. The
source document needs to be clear, concise and jargon free. The sections to
be translated need to be clearly highlighted (or better, remove the sections
that are not to be translated). Glossaries, style guides and technical
terminology all need to be provided. In taking the time to prepare up front,
you will ensure a successful execution of the rest of the project.
b. Finalise your text before starting the translation
It is often the mindset that doing translations takes a long time and therefore,
it is essential to start as soon as possible. This can create pressure to
commence translation before the source text is finalised. This creates two
issues.
• By starting translation before finalising the source text, you are
guaranteeing that you will not be able to carry out a correct translation the
first time around, and hence, will have to edit the translation a number of
times as the remaining information is provided. This results in wasteful extra
review cycles and subsequently extends the project timelines
• Adding extra content requires careful version control of the documents to
make sure that all additional comments are captured and added to the right
previous versions. Missing such edits is a classic cause of error. It is
therefore always preferable to only begin translation once all information is
available. In many cases this can actually be faster, but it requires a mindset
change to wait until ready to execute. In some cases, deadlines make this
unfeasible and it is necessary to start the translation whilst finalising the

source text. In such cases, version control and time and date stamping must
be rigorously applied. An often overlooked part of creating the source text is
the use of previously translated material. Firstly, in large organisations, is
there the chance that someone else in the company could have created this
translation? Secondly, are there parts of the source document that have
been previously translated and could be incorporated into the document?
Re-use of previous translations not only saves time and money, it can
increase your brand consistency. To facilitate this, many companies use
translation memory tools to store standard translation fragments. Translation
memory (TM) is not to be confused with machine translation. A translation
memory system stores the source text and the corresponding translation in
segments. This could be in either an electronic tool or paper format,
depending upon the complexity of the organisation
c. Pay special attention to your source documents
As with many other processes, the phrase ‘garbage in — garbage out’ is
applicable to your translation process. There are a number of things you can
do to the source text document to minimise this effect.
• The first is to think about the translation requirements during the writing
process. This can provide opportunities to re-use sections of already
translated content and to be concise to avoid unnecessary content requiring
translation. Also, aim to avoid local colloquialisms that will be difficult to
translate.
• Secondly, stick to standard technical terms from your company glossary.
This allows translation providers to have pre-translated phrases in their
library for these terms.
• Thirdly, thoroughly review the source document to make sure that any
errors are eliminated in the source text before you translate.
• Finally, make sure that the format and layout of the source document
makes it easy for the translation provider to produce the translation.
d. Follow technical writing best practices
There are some recognised best practices that should be followed to ensure

effective translations:
• Write short, clear sentences.
• Limit dependent clauses. One thought per sentence helps translators and
increases savings from translation memory matches. • Avoid idiomatic
expressions. These are easily misinterpreted.
• Avoid cultural references — like sports metaphors or quotations from
literary or pop icons — as these often do not work across cultures.
• Make sure symbols are internationally recognized. Don’t assume that a
symbol (i.e. a stop sign) has the same meaning in other countries.
e. Be concise
Consider writing less, as fewer words will mean lighter translation costs. Also
if the text is concise, it should be clear and easier for the translator to render
for the intended language.
f. Think international from the start
When developing your source text, it is important to be thinking about the
international impact of the text from the start. The first thing to consider, is to
make sure you are using plain English in your document. This means using
simple and clear statements that minimise the risk of being misunderstood
either by the translator or by the audience after translation. Avoid using
jargon or culturally biased language — references to the human body and
any anecdotes should also be avoided. Similarly, local sayings and colloquial
terms can cause confusion and may be gibberish when translated. The
objective should be to keep the text simple, concise and clear. Secondly,
consider what language your readers will be reading your document in.
Languages are not consistent between countries, for example British English
or American English, French from France or Canadian French. Many
countries require multi-lingual documentation due to the variety of languages
spoken by their citizens. Therefore, translation requirements between
different countries can vary even if it appears to be the same language, and
this should influence your choice of translation provider — translators who
understand the local subtleties of language are key. Thirdly, the type of

audience you are aiming for will influence the writing style you may want.
The style would be different if you are writing to consumers versus skilled
technical people. Their requirements and expectations will differ. You
therefore need to put yourself in their shoes and prepare your text from their
perspective. Finally, but importantly, you must take into account legal,
regulatory and cultural requirements to avoid illegal or offensive text
unwittingly. Translation providers who understand the local requirements and
customs will guide you with such issues.
g. Use automation
Modern word-processing tools have many useful features that can help with
the preparation of your source text. Use automation in your documents for
Table of Contents, Indices, cross-references, variables and internal/external
links. Also, make sure to use style sheets so that any updates or resizing can
be automatically applied. Also, avoid using hard and soft returns in
sentences as broken sentences cause problems for the translation teams
and their tools. h. Prepare for text expansion
If English is the language in your source document, remember that it is a
relatively concise language and most languages are 20% longer. Therefore
remember to account for text expansion when designing the layouts you
propose to use. Also consider what size of document you want to use (A4,
US letter, etc) to make sure that the translated text will fit as you would want.
i. Carefully prepare your graphics
Graphics are essential to enhance documents and make them easier to
understand. There are a few things you should consider to improve how you
work with graphics.
• Whenever possible, try to link graphics in a document rather than embed
them. This simplifies replacement in localized versions and future updates.
Linking graphics also reduces file size, which is friendlier to use with
translation tools.
• Keep text out of graphic images, as the graphic will have to be recreated to
incorporate translated text.

• Use screenshots sparingly as they will be in a specific language and would
need to be edited for your translated document.
• Remember that, depending on language, text may expand when translated.
So allow for expansion of the text associated with an image.
• To ensure you are only translating what needs to be translated, store
localizable images separately from non-localizable images.
j. Provide editable source files
Re-creating files takes time and adds to cost, so always try to provide
editable source files to your translation provider. As discussed above, this
should include editable images. Also consider compressing files if they are
extremely large to help protect corruption-prone fonts and speed
transmission during very tight schedules.
4. Chose translation provider
a. Choose professional language translation services carefully
For most organisations who want to ensure the quality of their translations,
the use of a language translation agency is the best option. However, there
are many agencies out there, so how do you know you are choosing the right
one? It is important to understand that translation is a skill and not a
commodity. Hence, it is not as simple as just going to the marketplace and
choosing the cheapest provider. You need to know the type of work you want
the translation agency to do and the criteria you will judge their performance
against. Some of the criteria to consider include:
• The type(s) of document(s) being translated.
• Is your text a contract, a user manual, instructions for taking medicine, a
sales brochure, a set of Web pages or a financial report?
• The technical expertise needed by the person doing the translation.
• Someone who knows all about medical technology may not be up on
accounting, sustainable development or plasma fusion. Make sure that the
translator you use is an industry expert.
• The intended readers for your document.

• Are you targeting teenage gamers, genetic researchers, patent agents or
simply anyone who might stumble upon your website?
• The purpose of the translation.
• Is the text for internal use or publication?
• The regional variation of the target language.
• Do your readers speak French in Montreal or Paris — it is not the same
French. A selection checklist should include:
• Translator has a knowledge of formal aspects of the target language at a
native level, including grammar, spelling, punctuation, capitalization, and
syntax.
• Translator has native-language knowledge of the source language, the
language from which he or she is translating. Generally, the translation
should be into the language the translator knows at an educated level.
• Translator has knowledge of the cultural aspects of both language groups.
• Translator is a native speaker or has native speaker knowledge of the
language.
• Translator knows the audience.
• Translator conveys meaning rather than word-for-word translations.
• Translator is trained or experienced in the colloquial lexicon.
• Translator is skilled in proofreading or secures a proofreader for all work.
• Translator is certified if the material to be translated is a legal document.
b. Consider Language
A basic rule of translation is that translators work in their native language.
That is to say that a translator will translate from another language into their
native tongue. So a native English speaking translator would translate from
another foreign language into English and not the other way around. You
therefore need to make sure you choose translators that translate into their
mother tongue and still have close connections with their birth country, so
that they understand and can use current and colloquial language. If you end
up in a situation where you need special subject-matter expertise for your
translation and have to use a translator who is not translating into their

mother tongue, you need to ensure such translations are carefully reviewed
by a native speaker before use.
c. Ensure the correct specialisations
There are many different types of documents and many different translation
providers. It is important that you match your choice of provider with the
types of materials you want translated. If you want highly accurate medical
information translated, what experience does the translation agency have
with this material? Ensure you do thorough due diligence by asking for
samples of work done and references from those for who they have already
completed this kind of work for. Do not shy away from placing calls to these
referenced customers. Share the samples with people in your network who
speak these languages and that you trust to validate the effectiveness of the
translation.
d. Ask for the latest translation memory tools
Translation memory software lets you build inventories of standard phrases
and their translations. It captures source language phrases and pairs them
with the approved translations. Therefore, when you want to update content
or re-use that content elsewhere, these tools make it easier to manage the
updates and recycling. This helps ensure all impacted translations are
addressed and drives greater consistency. Look for translation service
providers who use appropriate translation memory tools. They save time and
money.
e. Insist on quality assurance (QA)
Accuracy and repeatability are crucial in translations. You’ll likely put great
effort into assuring that your source text is accurate and correct and you
need to ensure that your translations are as well. You therefore need to
assess the quality assurance processes in the translation service.
Translation providers should follow existing quality standards (e.g. EN
15038:2006) but also adapt them to each area of specialization (e.g. medical
translation) in order to manage projects, resources, communication and data
in the most efficient way. Do not hesitate to ask about their QA process and

their compliance with existing standards. Also, look for membership of
professional organisations. Although this is voluntary, membership of the
Association of Translation Companies (ATC) or the Institute of Translating
and Interpreting (ITI) brings a set of membership criteria and a professional
code of conduct that must be adhered to. Make sure that translations are
proofread by native, target language editors (ideally a second person) before
they are submitted back to you. Mistakes tend to be more common in
translated documents. As well, note that some translation agencies will insist
on signing off on the final proofs to protect themselves from any further edits
in your operation.
f. Don’t rush for the cheapest
Like any service industry, the provision of translation services is very
competitive with many suppliers vying for business. Capabilities, standards,
skills and specialisms vary across providers. Therefore you need to think of a
balanced assessment across all of your requirements rather than just
focussing on getting the cheapest cost. As with any service offering, there
will be a minimum price threshold where suppliers below that level cannot
meet your other requirements, whatever they may be. You need to consider
the impact of not meeting these other requirements (be they service, quality,
etc) on the reputation and image of your business. You need to be realistic
with your expectations and really understand which matter versus which are
nice to have. Also, appreciate that choosing the cheapest provider may
actually end up costing you more in the long term. When comparing
providers ensure you have comparable measurement of costs, ideally
through standard and consistent rate cards that allow you to model the total
expected cost against your expected workload. Don’t forget to factor the
level of revision you expect to see from your organisation. Also, don’t forget
that there are numerous ways of reducing your costs. Getting your
translation right the first time eliminates costly rework and review and
approval. Long term relationships can lead to volume discounts and
increased effectiveness through use of translation memory. Translation

providers can also offer additional services like file presentations, desktop
publishing and layouts, which may save costs for other parts of your
organisation. Therefore when you are choosing your provider, there are a
few questions to consider:
• How will I be charged? Will it be by the line, per page or per 1,000 words?
• Will it be on the word count of the source language or the target language?
• Are there any additional costs such as ‘urgency’ charges or ‘same day
delivery’ charges?
• Is project management included in the price?
• Will there be a single point of contact for me in the company?
• Who is involved in the checking process and will there be any extra fees
charged?
• Are other services such as typesetting, interpreting, voice-overs and
copywriting available?
• Does the translation company carry professional indemnity insurance?
• What kind of turnaround promise and guarantees do the company offer?
• Is the company a member of the ATC or ITI?
5. Translation Specifications
a. Translation standards
Two notable standards for translations are: the European translation
standard (CEN EN 15038) and the American translation standard (ASTM F
2575). Although these were developed independently, they fit together well.
They both provide a set of rules and guidelines for how to approach and
build your translation. The standards provide a wealth of valuable information
drawn from numerous experts with significant experience of the topic. The
cover such areas as:
• The selection of people involved and how to assure the professional
competency of translators and reviewers
• The requirements of quality management systems
• The need for effective project management

• How to manage the relationship with your translation service provider
• Processes and procedures you should implement for translating, checking,
revision and review to ensure effective translations
• And the technical and linguistic aspects you should consider. CEN EN
15038 also includes a series of annexes providing further information on
many of the detailed requirements.
b. The content of a specification
As discussed already in this document, preparation is critical if you wish to
receive an accurate translation. When purchasing any product or service it is
essential that you have clear requirements defined that can be easily
communicated to your chosen supplier. Typically, this would be called a
specification. In the haste to deliver a translation quickly there is often a
desire to cut corners at this stage and start translating before your
requirements are fully thought out. This can be imprudent as this risks a
greater degree of rework at the back of the process to sort out issues that
weren’t considered properly in the first place. This often leads to greater time
being required for the project. The adage ‘garbage in = garbage out’ is
applicable here. The annexes in CEN EN 15038 list the typical contents of a
specification and include:
• Source content and language
• Purpose of the translation
• Project registration/identification details and contacts
• Deadline
• Price and contractual terms
• Subject area and type of text
• Format (word processing file? XML?)
• Volume (how many words, characters, etc)
• Target language and regional variation
• Key process steps to be followed and associated responsibilities
• Reference materials and style guides to be used
• Measures

Once you have defined your specification, it is then important to share with
key stakeholders, reviewers and your service provider to ensure they all
understand and agree on the content. This will help reduce the number of
queries or changes you get as the document goes through review cycles.
Your target should be right first time.
6. Brief translation provider
a. Ensure there is a comprehensive instruction to the translation provider
The preparation of the specification discussed in the previous section is the
starting point for briefing your service provider. Key things for the service
provider are an understanding of the target country, language and dialect(s),
the audience, the timelines, the formats and key instructions that you want
followed. This is all part of your specification Keep your service provider up
to date with your project and any potential changes that might happen. This
allows them to prepare and be more responsive.
b. Organize your file submissions
To ensure the most effective use of your service provider, don’t just send
through all of the materials you may have. Make sure that you have
organised your materials to help them. Include all the relevant files in a
logical order and don’t include any materials that you don’t want translated.
This saves the translator time and effort by not having to sift through
materials looking for relevant content or translating material that you don’t
need. If the translator has to sort your documentation it will likely delay your
project. Also provide files in a suitable format. Whilst most translation service
providers can handle many formats it takes longer to translate from hard
copy.
c. Tell the translator what it’s for
Different types of document need different styles of translations. A technical
article is not a travel brochure and a press release requires a different style
from a legal contract. It is therefore essential to be clear to your translation
provider what the translation is for and your expectations for tone, word

choice, sentence length, phrasing and degree of formality. You also need to
inform your translation provider about your target audience. Different age
groups and education backgrounds in your target audiences will require
different approaches and tone. If your translation is a technical subject it is
important that your translation provider understands that subject. They need
to articulate the subject accurately in a way that is clear and readable to the
audience, and people familiar with the subject are likely to produce better
text. An experienced translator is likely to ask for such information and the
different requirements in quality have a direct effect on the cost and
completion times. For many translations the successful expression of the
meaning is more important than an exact translation of the source text, so
the translation provider has to make difficult decisions on the style and
meaning. As your translation provider gains understanding of your business
strategy, products, audiences and preferences, the better their translations
will be. If you translation provider is not comfortable with your subjects and
audiences, it is time to change your suppliers. You need your foreign
language text to have the maximum impact and a provider that can deliver
that.
d. Provide all the details to your translator
The more informed your translation provider is, the better prepared they can
be and the better service you will receive. The greater the clarity the
translation provider has, the more chance there is of choosing a translator
who has the appropriate experience in the area. We have discussed already
ensuring the translation provider knows the intended audience, use, style,
etc of your translation, but you also need to think about the quality criteria
that have to be met. Some of the questions you need to consider are: Will a
second translator be involved in the editing or proofreading? Is it client’s
responsibility, or will a separate reviewer be assigned? The quality of the
translated text will be much better if it is reviewed and enhanced by a second
translator and in some cases this quality control is a must. However it may
cost extra or have an effect on deadlines so this must be agreed upfront with

your translation provider. Is the overseas representative for your company
going to have a look at it as well? If yes, at what stage of the process would
this take place? Who is responsible for managing this, the translation
provider or yourself? What will be the format of the final file (PDF, etc), and
how will the translation company deliver the file? Who will ensure that all
corrections are incorporated and how many revision cycles are included in
the price? How do you want to communicate revision requirements to the
translation provider? Finally it is worth considering what happens to the text
after it has been translated. If post-translation work, such as typesetting, is
required for the project, it is possible for some translation companies to
undertake this as well. Similarly if the translation is required for recorded
speech, the translation company may have services to provide this.
7. Prepare translation
a. Take a systematic approach to preparing the translation
Having an inquisitive translator will prove useful — no-one gives your texts
more careful attention than your translator. As they progress through your
document, he or she is likely to identify uncertain issues — sections where
clarification may be needed. This is a good thing! It will give you the
opportunity to improve your original document. The kind of translator you
want (the good ones) take your sentences apart entirely before they create
new ones in the target language. Expect them to ask questions along the
way. Your translator should:
• Read and understand the entire body of the text before starting the
translation.
• Make a list of terms or phrases that they do not understand in order to
obtain clarifications.
• Use a spell-check program, if available.
• Check for text enhancements: italics, underlined text or bolded text.
• Check for capitalization, punctuation, and typographical errors.
• Verify the new format they created against the original version you

provided. They need to account for every paragraph, bullet, box and format
feature that was contained in the original version.
• Foresee adequate time to have the materials reviewed by the proofreader.
• Once the proofreader has made recommendation and suggested changes,
the translator must evaluate if appropriate.
• Provide one final review of the translation one more time before publishing.
b. Beware of expansion and contraction factors
Word count can change when translating into other languages from English.
This is known as the ‘expansion factor’ or ‘contraction factor’. For example,
when translating from English to Russian, you can be certain that the word
count will increase. Conversely, many Asian languages use scripts that
require less space than English. This means that when you are having a
brochure, website or any other material translated into a new language, be
prepared for the fact that it may become considerably longer or significantly
shorter. Therefore, be sure to check how your translator charges for their
service and whether they base their fees on the source or target language as
this can make a difference in your final costs. Consider that typography
varies from one language to another — many printers and office staff may be
tempted to ‘adjust’ foreign language texts to bring them into line with their
own standards. This should be verified and avoided. French has a space
between a word and the colon that follows, and uses « » for quotation marks.
In German, all nouns take capital letters. In Spanish and French, neither
months nor days of the week take an initial capital. Not to mention, it’s not
alright to type just an “n” when Spanish requires an “ñ”. This may seem like
minor things, but the cumulative effect is off-putting for foreign-language
readers. Make sure your translator respects the typographical conventions of
the language you need working into.
c. Beware of machine translations
Language translation: pas de problème! Just pop your text into an automatic
machine or software translation, right? Not quite! With budgets being
tightened, it may seem fitting to use this type of translation to save money

and time, but it will most always offer a translation filled with mistakes. This
could potentially do you more harm than you think. Automatic translations
don’t think for themselves and can’t grasp the important nuances of a
language; they most often get it wrong. You will have no way of verifying if
this translation is appropriate before it is too late. By offering a less than
perfect translation to your customers, it gives the impression that they are
not worthy of you taking the time and making the effort to have proper text
for them understand. This could mean a negative effect on your
organisation’s reputation. If you must use machine translation — use it when
you need to get just an idea of something for your own use. Machine
Translation (MT) can be useful in these circumstances since it is free and
quick. While machine translation (MT) such as Google Translate and
Babelfish have come a long way over the years, use it sparingly. It should
not be used for your business communication. Machine translation (MT)
should not to be confused with computer aided translation since it basically
substitutes words from one language to another without considering nuance.
Some of the negative results of using machine translation include:
• The tool generates one meaning of a word in the target language, but the
translated word can be out of context.
• Sentence structures are no longer recognisable in the target language.
• Grammar is generally overlooked; a sentence in the past tense might end
up in the simple past form. Areas where machine translation can be useful:
• Translation of emails to understand the basic communication. • Quick
translation of text from a website.
• To get an overall meaning of a letter received. Areas where machine
translation should never be used:
• Printing or publishing of documents
• Court cases
• Corporate marketing
• Patent applications
• Submitting tenders

• Contracts/agreements
• Medical documents
What about translation software? As I mentioned earlier, if you’re pressed for
time and want to get the essence of something for your own use, than
translation software may be helpful. It is certainly quick and you can’t get
much cheaper than free. But as a general rule of thumb, raw computer
output should never be used by your translator for anything outbound,
especially without your express agreement beforehand. There are simply too
many associated risks. Careful editing of machine output by skilled human
translators could be an option, however, many translators will not accept
such assignments as they believe that it’s faster to start from scratch. Finally,
keeping up to date in current events and current slang needs to be
considered by both the translator and your company. These can vary from
one language to another and must be translated in the right context. We
often provide our translators with texts containing new expressions that are
trendy or have just crept into the language from everyday occurrences
(social media). We need to ensure that our translators get the essence of our
intended use.
8. Review translation
The review of the translation is a critical step in the translation process. You
need to consider in advance who needs to be involved in that review. This
needs to cover both in-country review and possibly additional review by
specific technical experts. There are really two elements to the review — a
proofread to ensure that all of the content has been included in the
translation, for example units of measure have been transcribed accurately,
and the review of the translated language. The review of the translated
language would most often be done by someone from your in-country team
who is a native speaker and who knows your products and brand thoroughly.
It is a good idea to get reviewers involved before translation begins. They
can be involved in creating the initial appendix and style of the document,

learn about the background and goals of the translation, and create a sense
of commitment in order to foresee time in their schedules for the final review.
Getting them on board from the initial start of the project will help this final
step in the process run efficiently and help ensure an on-time launch. Also
consider the skills and capabilities required by each of the reviewers. As this
is a critical quality control step, do you need to provide procedures and
training on how to undertake the reviews successfully?
a. Editing
It is an advisable business practice to have another team member read and
perhaps edit your document prior to proceeding with the actual translation. A
second pair of eyes can habitually find ways to improve even the most well
written document, whether original or translated. However, if you are selfediting your document, you need to set a procedure or checklist. This may
include printing the document and rereading, check for lapses, missing
numbers, lack of consistency, and finally, spell-check. It is important for you
to establish how you prefer to review your work; will you look for all types of
errors at once or concentrate on one at a time? It is essential to specify
these elements before beginning the translation process.
b. Have typeset copy proofread by your translator
This should always be done, no matter how comprehensive a procedure you
have in place. Even if you work with trustworthy translation providers who
know your company extremely well, there runs a risk of error with last-minute
additions to your document (anything from new headings to simply changing
a word) by well-intentioned peers. This is why it is important to ensure that
you have a native speaker on hand for the final adjustments — ideally, this
person should be on the project from the beginning. It is also recommended
that these types of final reviews be done in writing and not over the phone or
video. It is essential that the complete document be in context.
c. Technical and scientific nomenclature are both rigorous and international
Even specialists writing on technology in their own language need to consult
the correct reference when providing translation services; even they can

make mistakes. Technical and scientific translators, like others, need to
ensure that their output reads as intended in the original document. Actually,
it often happens that it ends up being better than the original since it benefits
from the concentration and skills of more than one pair of eyes. Beware
when you review your document, if you notice incorrect use of technical
terms, this could mean your translator is not qualified for your project. You
may want to ask subject-matter specialists in your organisation for their input
and comments. Finally, before going to press, it is prudent to have your
professional translator provide a final check for grammar, syntax,
punctuation and style, especially if your subject-matter experts are not native
speakers
9. Approving the translation
Once the translation reviews have been completed and all edits are agreed,
the final translation needs to be approved. There are two things to consider
at this point — who will approve the translation and how will this approval
manifest itself. These two aspects are probably influenced by the type of
material being translated and the usual approach to document approval in
your company. If the translated material is for internal use only and the
impact of error is not of great significance, then the approval process will
likely be relatively informal. However, when the translation is for an external
audience and accuracy is paramount, for example pharmaceutical labelling
or legal documents, a strict and formal approval process should be
considered.
a. Who should approve the translation?
We can expect that the person who prepared the translation and the person
who reviewed it should both be approvers of the finalised document.
However, the question is should anyone else be involved as approvers?
Should the project manager from your company be an approver? This may
be particularly important where both the creator and reviewer of the
translation are not employees of your company. You may wish to have a

document being used by your company to be approved by an employee of
the company. Do you need other functional approvers to comply with any
document approval rules or common practices within your company? Are
there certain functions, for example quality assurance, that must approve
certain types of documents? If there are, you may need to prepare approval
matrices that show who should be involved in approving what documents to
guide your project managers. As well as defining who should be an
approver, you also need to consider what they are approving. By nature,
these documents are in a foreign language, therefore, there is a potential risk
that many roles considered to be approvers cannot read nor understand the
content in a foreign language. You therefore need to consider what it is that
they would be approving. It could be that the process has been followed
correctly and all outstanding issues have been addressed. It could also be to
check specific items on content not affected by the translation, for example
the correct use of trademarks and registration symbols. We would contest
that there is little value in someone approving a document where they have
no comprehension of the content. Therefore, you need to consider why
someone needs to be an approver; what it is that they are expected to
approve; and how they will be capable of doing this.
b. How is the approval performed?
The second consideration is how the approval manifests itself. Again, there
may be specific processes or systems in your company that dictate what you
need to follow. However, if not, you need to consider the required level of
formality and the need of an audit trail for the final approval. Regarding the
formality of the approval, there are probably two ends to the spectrum. On
one hand, it may be appropriate to have an informal approval confirming that
the translation is acceptable for use from each required individual. This may
take the form of a verbal message or email and has basically become a
formal audit trail. On the other hand, it may be required to have a formal
recorded approval process that provides an audit trail of the final
authorisation of the document. This could take the form of a signature block

on the translation or an associated approval form, or an electronic signature
on the file or within your document management system. This is obviously a
more onerous requirement. It can therefore be seen that the type of approval
should be appropriate with the type of document translated. The degree of
rigour and formality applied to the approval process should increase as the
significance of the document and the impact of error increases.
10. Securely store approved files and build translation memory
a. Plan your updates
It is important to plan ahead for eventual updates. This will help minimize rework that may impact your budget and schedule. There are several cost
effective ways to coordinate your future updates. Your technical document
translation service provider should be able to help advise you on the best
way to move forward on this is.
b. Intelligently conduct change management of your documents
It is without a doubt that edits are going to happen in the lifecycle of a
document. However, in order to reduce costs and problems down the line, it
would be prudent and wise to establish a documented plan for updating your
documents. Furthermore, in order to avoid minimum charges or recurring
processing fees, consider having any changes done in batches.
c. Build a strong translation memory (TM)
It is important for companies to familiarize themselves on how important it is
to build a strong translation memory for their translation projects. They do not
always realize the large number of real benefits it can bring if it is used in the
most efficient way. More particularly, they do not take into consideration the
importance of TM management as a fundamental criterion in the selection of
their translator provider. The problem is that many translator providers do not
indicate nor offer advice on the required attention to the creation and
maintenance of a strong TM. Problems tend to arise when:
• There is a lack of discipline to update TMs with the most recent changes
made during proofreading and therefore critical information and corrections

made by the reviewer may be lost. By not having an updated list, the TM is
composed of inaccurate content that can cause potential mistakes in future
translations.
• They keep a master TM that encompasses a mismatch of all segments (a
melting pot) containing all their client’s terminology and style and therefore,
neglecting to personalise each TM by client. This unorganized way of
managing TMs does not allow for the full benefits for which it was originally
intended. It’s essence and reason for being is to store quality linguistic data
that will serve to ensure efficiency and better quality in future translations. In
order to maximize the use of TMs:
• One TM per client: It is a good idea to ask your translator provider to
ensure that they build a TM specifically for your company. You can go so far
as to ask they do so for each of your divisions or product groups (if
necessary).
• Verified Quality Process: Make sure your translator provider has a
consistent quality process when it comes to TM maintenance. This means
that they do regular updates for all your new projects that include every
change made during proofreading.
• Costs/Access: Ask your translator providers if there are fees to maintain the
TM and if this includes access to it anytime.
• Past Projects: You may want to consider asking your translator provider if
they can create a TM based on past translation projects. They may be able
to build it for you if you can provide them with a quality document. You will
come to find that there are many benefits to building a strong TM.
This will allow your future projects to have:
• Faster turnaround times
• Increased cost effectiveness
• High quality and consistency
• Preservation of your company terminology and writing style
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Optimising Your Packaging Facilities - Part 4
In this blog series I’m looking at the, often very necessary, issues of product
packaging complexity and how these can be addressed via appropriate
product portfolio, optimising the packaging facility design and examining key
attributes of product packaging.
In part three I offered my top tips on what should be considered to drive
maximum value out of your packaging portfolio. Here in part four I examine
the packaging facility and offer my top tips on optimising the facility design to
deliver optimal service levels at minimum cost.

Tip 6: Plan for runners, repeaters and strangers

Do you have capability to supply product with different order and
volume profiles – runners, repeaters and strangers?
Products can be classified into three groupings:
• Runners: products that are produced very regularly.
• Repeaters: products that are produced or packed frequently, but not every
week or month.
• Strangers: products that are produced very infrequently.
The concept of runners, repeaters and strangers provides an excellent
method for production scheduling and supply chain management. Runners
typically provide the bulk of the stable packaging volume permitting high line
run times and often dedicated equipment. Repeaters don’t justify dedicated
equipment but occur frequently enough to allow scheduling with runners and
are still packaged in reasonable batch sizes. Strangers present a greater
challenge as their infrequent nature and small overall volume make them
challenging to build into the production schedule, produce in economic batch
sizes and manage component supplies. Supply sites will normally have to
produce products for all three groupings, and increasingly an individual
brand can have all three types of product. It is therefore necessary to have
the capability to schedule and pack all three. The application of many of the
techniques presented in this blog to minimise variation, increase pack or
component sharing, or introduce postponement or late customisation
techniques, can assist in managing the disruption created.

Tip 7: Manage order quantities of components and finished
packs
Have you got processes to effectively manage order quantities of
components and finished packs?
Considering the previous tip on runners, repeaters and strangers, it is
important to consider how volumes of components and finished products are

managed through the supply chain. Packaging operations are under high
degrees of pressure to maximise efficiency. Where high volume runner
products are present it is easy to produce in economic batch sizes and
purchase commercially advantageous volumes of components. However
with stranger products, the preferred packaging batch sizes can often result
in high levels of inventory of finished packs which are at risk of obsolescence
through shelf life expiry. Often this results in repackaging activity to move
product from one market to another prior to expiry. In addition, the economic
order quantities of packaging components can often result in high stock
levels of components that have to be written off when a pack change is
required. It is therefore important to manage two dynamics to minimise the
risk of obsolescence:
1. Maximise the order volumes through pack or component sharing or
postponement or late customisation techniques to increase stock turns.
2. Consider the whole activity cost in setting economic batch and order sizes
and thus reduce the batch and order volumes.

Tip 8: Postponement
Can you postpone customisation to as late as possible in the supply
chain?
There are a number of definitions of postponement, but the one we will use
here is the delaying of customisation of a product until as late as possible in
the packaging operation. There are many examples of this:
• Filing blank bottles or cans for stock and labelling when fulfilling a specific
order.
• BIB/BOB (blisters in boxes, blisters out of boxes) e.g. producing standard
blisters for stock and packing into cartons at a later stage to create market
specific packs.

• Assembling different combinations of standard components to create a
unique pack variant for a specific market.
In all cases it can be seen that the goal is to keep the product as standard as
possible for as far through the packaging operation, and then only make it
market specific at the latest possible operation, perhaps against a specific
market order.
This can present a number of challenges for most operations:
• Additional quality system control to manage intermediate handling and
subsequent further packaging operations.
• With fill and pack lines it can be necessary to remove the product part way
through the operation and then run it down the line again at a later time to
complete the packaging.
• Hand packing can be required for the final assembly of small batches.
• The design and characteristics of some products and components makes it
very difficult to avoid making market specific until late in the process.

Tip 9: Late customisation
Can you late customise components and products?
Our definition of ‘late customisation’ is the physical modification of standard
components and products to add features or information, making them
product or market specific. Examples would include on-line printing of
content and over-labelling and may be undertaken downstream of the
packaging facility.
On-line component printing is becoming increasingly common but depends
upon the type of component and information required:
• On-line printing of foils and labels is often undertaken, particularly if only
requiring black ink.

• Equipment for near-line short-order printing of leaflets and booklets is
becoming available.
• On-line printing of multi-colour cartons (particularly pre-glued) is more
complex with fewer examples, although digital presses are increasingly used
at print suppliers for short runs. Over-labelling can vary between simple
printed labels (pharmacy labels) to complex labels (e.g. including sealed
pouches for leaflets).
A few considerations with late customisation and over-labelling:
• How do you assure the quality of print for all components? A missing
decimal point could have significant consequences.
• How do you ensure the line speeds are not significantly impacted? Is nearline printing a better option?
• Do on-line printing machines require different artwork files or formats?
Where are these files stored and how does that impact your artwork process
and system uptime?
• Can your MRP system provide the necessary breakdown of SKUs and
components?

Tip 10: Build flexibility into packaging equipment
Have you got the right type of packaging equipment that provides
suitable levels of flexibility?
It is often tempting when specifying equipment to specify the fastest
packaging lines. Indeed, due to being pressured for ever increasing levels of
efficiency, most packaging operations would love to be producing high
volumes of few variants as fast as possible. However, as we have discussed,
the healthcare marketplace is increasingly not like that, as volumes are
decreasing and complexity is increasing. It is therefore important when
specifying packaging equipment to ensure that the correct criteria for how
the portfolio needs to be supplied are defined and agreed. Trends are driving

this towards much more flexible machinery that can be easily changed for
different pack formats, with the ability to insert specific modules when
required (e.g. serialisation printing modules), or the ability to split fill and
pack lines to permit part packing. Due to the capital costs required, it is
unlikely to be feasible to reequip packaging facilities at a later date.
Therefore, making the right choice of equipment to support your expected
portfolio and supply strategies is a critical strategic decision.

Tip 11: Reduce line changeover time
Have you maximised your opportunities for fast changeover?
Line changeovers are non-productive time and in a world of increasing
complexity and product variants, the amount of changeovers increases and
so lines can spend significant amounts of time not producing product. This
reduces capacity and increases cost. There are three parts to a changeover;
clean-down, set-up and startup, and all can be improved through the
application of operational excellence techniques and product and equipment
design. There are four steps to consider and many opportunities with each:
Eliminate non-essential operations: for example standardise component
sizes, reduce the range of tooling, equipment modifications like adjusting
only one guard rail instead of two.
Perform external setup: for example have all of the changeover materials
and equipment ready before you start, use pre-assembled modules.
Simplify internal set up: for example use quick couplings, scribe marks,
jigs, hand knobs rather than nuts and bolts.
Measure and improve: continue to look for opportunities, hone your process
and keep training. A changeover should be like a racing car pit stop.

Tip 12: Supply chain design and hubs
Have you optimised your supply chain to provide required levels of
variation and customisation?

In coping with complexity, it is necessary to think not just of what must be
done and how, but also where. To minimise obsolescence the goal should
be to make products and components market specific as late in the supply
chain as possible. To achieve this, a different approach to the design of the
supply chain may be required. Postponement and late customisation
activities are production activities and therefore must be undertaken with
appropriate GMP processes and facilities. You therefore need to ensure that
such operations are being undertaken with appropriate levels of control and
therefore undertaking such tasks within warehouse operations may not be
appropriate. Conversely, as most markets are supplied from many packaging
facilities, providing the local market-specific requirements from each factory
can be an unwelcome complexity burden at each factory. Ensuring that
activities are undertaken at the appropriate points in the supply chain is
therefore another key part of managing complexity. The concept of regional
hubs can help provide appropriate solutions, where the hub supplies a group
of local markets with market-specific product created from a stock of
standard and customised components supplied from the factories.

Tip 13: Outsourcing
Have you considered outsourcing the things you are not best equipped
to do?
Another facet of the design of your supply chain is the ‘make or buy’
decision. It may be tempting to try to keep all of the volume in house, but
considering the concept of runners, repeaters and strangers, you may not be
best equipped to deal with all. If you have a high-volume facility, it may be
better to outsource the strangers to a packaging third party who can cope
with an unpredictable product and infrequent orders. Alternatively, you may
want to keep all of the specialist and unusual product in house and
outsource the standard and repetitive volume. Also, considering the overall
supply chain design, there may be geographic areas where you want to
customise product but don’t have internal facilities available locally. An

outsourced partner may be able to provide an appropriate regional hub. The
important consideration is that you don’t have to do everything yourself and
external partners may be better suited to solving the challenges you are
faced with.
In my next post in this series, I will be exploring the topic of product
packaging, offering my top tips on standardising brand, component sizes and
templates and the importance of looking ahead and planning for future
legislation.
Should you have any questions about this or any of my other blogs, if you
would like to discuss the packaging complexities within your company or
would simply like to request a copy of my booklets, please don’t hesitate to
contact me directly on my email Andrew.love@be4ward.com
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Optimising Your Packaging Facilities - Part 5
In this blog series I’m looking at the, often very necessary, issues of product
packaging complexity and how these can be addressed via appropriate
product portfolio, examining the packaging facility design and looking at the
key attributes of product packaging. In part four, I offered my top tips on
optimising the packaging facility. Here in part five, I will be exploring the topic
of product packaging, offering my top tips on standardising brand,
component sizes and templates and the importance of looking ahead and
planning for future legislation.

Tip 14: Control brand variation

Do you have a process to control the brand image and prevent
unnecessary or undesirable proliferation of brand designs?
It is not uncommon for companies to have a range of brand images that have
arisen historically:
• Locally generated brand names and brand images.
• Response to local market regulations requiring unique local naming or
branding.
• Legacy brand images from acquired companies who once marketed the
product in a specific country.
• 2nd brands or co-marketed products.
If standard brand images and packaging artwork designs can be maintained,
it presents the opportunity to take a template approach to artwork, improving
efficiency and reducing risk or error. This is discussed further in Tip 16. Many
companies now exercise strict control over brand images and packaging
designs at a global or regional level, to ensure they present a common
identity to consumers. It is extremely difficult to rationalise brand images
after the event, due to regulatory constraint and consumer resistance and
therefore clearly defined and mandated brand guidelines are an important
tool in controlling brand variation up front.

Tip 15: Control platform sizes
Do you define and maintain a set of standard platform sizes?
Components can come in multiple sizes and shapes and the challenge is
how these can be controlled to an optimum number. Your approach to this
will be heavily impacted by your supply chain design.
• If you have a few global or regional factories, rationalisation can be
targeted at a local level.

• If you have a high number of factories supplying multiple dose forms to
many markets, you will be presented with a significant number of interdependencies making rationalisation more challenging.
• If you purchase finished products from third parties, you may be restricted
to each supplier’s standards.
Many companies will have combinations of all of the above, so your
approach may be global, regional or by product/supply chain. For printed
packaging components, the challenge is to reduce the range down to the
smallest practical number of profiles. This gives less profiles to manage and
will aid line change-overs. It is also a pre-requisite for most types of late
customisation. Platform sizes are normally driven by the size of primary
components and so it is often best to start with a rationalisation of primary
component sizes and shapes to reach an optimum range of platforms. For
other components, such as spoons and measuring cups, try to rationalise to
the minimum number of variants.

Tip 16: Standardise artwork templates and layouts
Are there standard templates and layouts for artworks?
Standardising the brand image, packaging artwork design and component
sizes, permits the use of standard artwork templates and layouts. In this
approach, global or regional templates can be created including all the
standard design content. Areas for specific market or regional content can be
provided on the artwork and these can be populated when specific local
variants are required, either creating market specific artworks or as part of an
on-line printing activity with semi-finished components. This saves having to
create a completely new artwork every time, which has obvious compliance
benefits. It also ensures that areas such as overprint areas are always in the
correct locations. Furthermore, it facilitates using tools to automatically add
content to the template and automatically create the artwork.

Tip 17: Minimise fonts, illustrations and graphical elements

Are there defined standard fonts, illustrations, and graphical elements?
Artwork content such as fonts, illustrations and other graphical content can
provide hidden sources of complexity. It is common for companies to build
large ranges of content that need to be stored, maintained and updated.
Proliferation of fonts may not seem significant, but licenses need to be
managed and fonts need to be assured to ensure accurate replication across
different platforms and machines. It also results in dilution of the brand
image. To control fonts, a defined house style set of fonts should be
mandated within the corporate and brand guidelines with clear processes for
the introduction of new fonts. Similarly, illustrations and graphical elements
should be held in controlled libraries with standard images for particular
uses.

Tip 18: Packaging design
Have you designed your packaging to maximise the opportunities to
deal with complexity?
All of the different techniques we have discussed in these tips offer
opportunities for dealing with low volume products and managing complexity,
but they may not be feasible with your existing packaging designs. It may
therefore be necessary to revisit some of the structural or artwork elements
of the design to exploit specific techniques. These can include:
• Changing component artwork to make it standard across multiple countries
(or even removing all market specific information).
• Grouping all market specific information on certain areas of the artwork (like
the EU blue box concept).
• Providing space on components and artwork for on-line printing
requirements or application of labels.
• Reducing colours to make on-line printing easier.
• Changing component size to provide more printing space.

• Providing pockets or flaps on cartons for attaching leaflets and booklets.
• Standardising sizes, platforms, layouts and templates.
• Using colour coding, poka-yoke and pharmacodes or data matrix codes to
aid control of assembly operations.
It is therefore important to ensure that a holistic approach to packaging
design is taken, ensuring effective design for manufacture.

Tip 19: Plan for future legislation
Are you already planning for how you will introduce required future
legislation?
No matter how well you manage your current portfolio, there will always be
new challenges to drive further complexity. New aspects of legislation will
arise, requiring new solutions to provide. At the time of writing these
included:
• QR codes
• Serialisation
• Tamper evidence
• Temperature monitoring
It is therefore worthwhile planning ahead for future legislative drivers and
considering:
• How well are you sensing what is likely to happen in the future?
• What changes do you want to influence and how are you engaged in that
influencing?
• How early do you mobilise to start introducing new capabilities?
• What alliances and partnerships do you need to establish to develop new
solutions and supply strategies?

• How do you integrate necessary changes into normal business to avoid the
incremental workload?
• How do you ensure packaging design activities are cognisant of potential
future requirements?
• How do you track progress to ensure compliance is achieved?
In the next and final part of this blog series, I’ll be pulling together our
learnings on packaging complexity and examining the different types of
complexity.
Should you have any questions about this or any of my other blogs, if you
would like to discuss the packaging complexities within your company or
would simply like to request a copy of my booklets, please don’t hesitate to
contact me directly on my email Andrew.love@be4ward.com
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Right-First-Time: Part 4

I always consider that ‘Right-First-Time’ is the fundamental metric for an
artwork service. This is a simple pass or fail metric – did the artwork pass
through the process once or was any change required? This is difficult to
achieve on a consistent basis and requires focus and persistence. This is the
subject I am exploring further in this series of Right-First-Time blog posts,
along with 10 essential tips to help you get it right-first-time.
Here in part 4 we look at the final two tips, focusing on the importance of
quality time, quality facilities and how to create a winning culture in the
workplace.

Right-first-time tip 9: Ensure quality time and quality
facilities to do quality work
Leadership needs to take accountability for the performance of
their function
Reviewing the right-first-time figures at the governance meeting, with
sufficient root-causing activity, should highlight areas where the process just
seems to ‘get stuck’. Each representative then needs to work to resolve
issues that have arisen in their areas of responsibility, in the interests of the
whole artwork supply chain.

Quality time for quality work
We talked early in this series about the ‘concertina’ effect in artwork projects,
where numerous rounds of rework occur but the deadline is fixed so work
gets continually squeezed into faster and faster rework cycles. This is a
downward spiral as the increasing pressure likely results in either shortcuts
being taken or more errors being made. How often have you seen the
situation where an artwork has to be sent out at 5pm on a Friday followed by
a phone call asking if you have approved it yet?
One of the greatest benefits of achieving a high right-first-time is to get out of
this whirlwind of rework and chasing. Schedules become more stable and
outcomes become more predictable. People get the quality time to do the
quality work required because they don’t have to do it again and again.
We often hear, ‘Let’s get the artwork started now because is takes forever’.
Invariably this means starting without knowing all of the information – this is
just a guaranteed way of generating rework. Surely the better way is ‘Let’s
get all of the information together and correct and then do the artwork really
quickly – ONCE!’

Quality facilities – a tidy desk is a tidy mind

Line clearance procedures in pharmaceutical packaging facilities are a
critical quality process. Why? To avoid the risk of cross contamination of
products or components from one batch to another.
The principle also applies to artwork. A routine source of error is when
source information gets mixed up and the wrong documents are compared.
This can be a particular risk when there are a number of strengths of a
product being compared against a number of reference documents – it can
be easy to be looking at a wrong combination. A clean-down of the workspace between each artwork should be undertaken.

Think about workplace design
Most artwork activity is desk-based in offices, but there are some specific
facility requirements that should be considered. Proof reading and artwork
review needs good lighting, space to lay out large documents and quiet
areas. Many of the roles need two screens so they can be looking at an
artwork and a set of instructions, or comparing two artworks.
Think about the facility and equipment needs of the people who undertake
the tasks in your processes. If they don’t have what they need, they will be
unlikely to be able to do quality work.

Right-first-time tip 10: Ensuring you have the right
culture to succeed
Why think about culture?
So what do we mean when we talk about culture in the context of the
workplace? Culture is a facet of the way people engage and behave towards
each other. It is prevalent in the way people respond to instructions and
rules. It affects the way people respond to different types of recognition and
reward. Workplace culture is influenced by the different national and
geographic cultures present in the workplace.
Culture could be considered as the informal rules in the workplace or ‘the
way things get done around here’. Therefore if you want certain behaviours

from your team, you need to make sure you have a culture that promotes
those behaviours.

What would define a winning culture?
There are lots of ways you could define your target culture. We typically use
nine parameters as a starting point:
•

Accountability

•

Commitment and values

•

Sharing of knowledge

•

Team working

•

Customer focus

•

Continuous improvement

•

Decision making

•

Working under pressure

•

Recognition

This list is not exhaustive but covers the key elements we consider most
important. However, this isn’t necessarily a list you can just lift and use.
Many companies have culture and value statements at a corporate, if not
also functional, level and so your target culture needs to align with these.
This may impact the parameters you chose or the language you use.
Once you have agreed your parameters, you need to decide what good
would look like for each. If you were displaying a successful outcome for
each parameter, how would that manifest itself? How would it look and feel?
Could you measure it? It is best doing this as a team exercise to build buy-in
to the desired outcomes.

How do I get the right culture?
Once you have defined your target culture you can look at how you can
achieve it. What is different from today and what will need to change to make
that happen? Changing mindset and behaviours is difficult and takes time

and perseverance. Do you need to change any management processes? Do
you need to do team working training? Do you need to change the way
people are measured? How do you reward the people who are doing what
you want and what do you do about the people who are not?
Your culture will not change automatically – you need to define the
actionable steps that you will take to make it happen. Again, work with your
team on this transition plan to build their buy-in..

The role of leaders in attaining the right culture
Leadership is key in realising and sustaining cultural change. Leaders need
to express, model and reinforce the new culture you want to achieve. They
need to role model the new behaviours – if they don’t, people will not believe
it is real. They need to be seen to actively promote the culture you want,
recognising teams and individuals who are displaying your new culture and
behaviours. Therefore your target culture needs to align with the
expectations of your governance, so you need buy-in from leadership as well
as the teams involved.

Series summary
In this series of blogs, we have covered a number of tips for how to improve
your right-first-time. Summarising these, we have discussed:
Tip 1 – Measure your right-first-time.
Tip 2 – Use codes to categorise errors, then ensure a thorough root cause
analysis to eliminate the source of errors.
Tip 3 – Make sure all of the input information is correct before starting.
Tip 4 – Ensure there is a comprehensive and effective end-to-end process
with clear roles and responsibilities.
Tip 5 – Make sure the right quality of checks is undertaken by the right
people.
Tip 6 – Ensure all people in the process have the appropriate skills,
competencies and capabilities through effective training.

Tip 7 – Ensure there is effective cross-functional governance.
Tip 8 – There needs to be an appropriate and scalable suite of IT tools to
support the process and people working with it.
Tip 9 – Ensure quality time and quality facilities to do quality work.
Tip 10 – You need to have the right culture, displayed across all teams
involved in the end-to-end process to ensure success.
We all understand that packaging and artwork still present a significant
compliance risk and delivering right-first-time artwork is a complex
endeavour involving many moving parts. Furthermore, being right-first-time
increases speed, reduces waste and raises confidence. From this series, we
can see that achieving high right-first-time is doable, but there are many
parts to be addressed, requiring focus and persistence. As such, right-firsttime is as much a mindset as an outcome.
To help you in your Artwork Improvement Programme, you can also find
useful information in my book Developing and Sustaining Excellent
Packaging Labelling and Artwork Capabilities
Should you have any questions about this or any other of my blogs, or would
simply like to request a copy of my booklets, please don’t hesitate to contact
me directly on my email: stephen.mcindoe@be4ward.com
For more information on artwork, go to our free download section.
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Upcoming EU and US Serialisation: fresh challenges lie ahead
Although it was touch and go as the deadline neared, the EU FMD system
went live on deadline on 9th February this year. A very significant milestone
for the EMVO and NMVOs, whom without doubt deserve commendation for
this momentous development in securing the legal supply chain from falsified
medicine. Yet the state of readiness for the various parties varies:

– For many manufacturers, there remains plenty of work needed to finalise
their EU serialisation capabilities including final packing line
implementations, getting CMO implementations over the line and
establishing their L4 enterprise systems and other business processes.
– Wholesalers are in a similar position to manufacturers, finalising their
systems and business processes.
– The pharmacy end of the supply chain seems to be much more variable
depending on which country you are in, with many reporting that they are not
yet ready. For example, in the UK, several well-known UK high street
chemist chains were reported to be only partially ready one month in.
The initial go-live of the system has revealed many issues which the supply
chain need to work through in the coming months. The EMVO has admitted
that they were surprised by the number of alerts generated. In such an
interconnected system there are many sources for those alerts, the vast
majority of them unlikely to be anything to do with real falsified medicines. To
this end, many country regulators have issued notices explaining that whilst
the initial issues are resolved, companies should work towards full
compliance, and provided interim guidance on how to respond to alerts.
People I talk to agree that this situation is unlikely to resolve itself for the first
12 months.
As the EU FMD serialisation landscape continues to unfold, there seem to be
several crucial areas for development:
– Alerts need to be centrally managed and automatically filtered through the
likes of the EMVS. Larger MAHs are still seeing many hundreds of alerts per
day and the whole supply chain is not yet up and running. At the recent GS1
Global Conference, the EMVO announced that they will be releasing
functionality to help with alerts management in the Sept-Nov timeline.
– As the alerts situation settles, we can expect to see a flushing out of issues
in master data and errors in the coding of product that is already in the

market. I suspect we will need guidance on how to deal with some of these
issues that do not require product recall.
– Access to an accurate and easily useable MAH designated supply chain
partner list will be key for the effective and efficient implementation of the
inbound authentication responsibilities of wholesalers.
– Wholesaler and, to a lesser extent, Manufacturer decommissioning for
customers still has a way to go. Article 23 legislation adoption in Member
States appears to be ongoing, as do other similar use-cases.
Lastly, aggregation remains a hot topic within EU FMD and something that
needs to be resolved within the 2020 timeframe. Although not currently a
legislative requirement, aggregation is allowed in the legislation and has
benefit in specific scenarios. The Commission’s technical recommendations
are out on this, but this is only a holding position, with the EMVO announcing
that they will be formally working on this at the beginning of 2020.
Across the pond, the US continues to move forward with the phased rollout
of the DSCSA regulation. Yet, as the old adage goes, if nobody is keeping
score then it isn’t a game. In the US, the reality is that, at present, packs are
being serialised by manufacturers, but very little downstream scanning of the
serialisation is going on, so the true value and success of serialisation
remains unknown.
The US focus is shifting for 2019, with the next big milestone being enabling
wholesalers to perform saleable returns verifications, which for many will
mean the need to connect to one of the new Verification Router Services.
The implications of using VRS services are interesting:
– The model effectively negates the necessity for aggregation in the short
term
– The model allows product to circulate in the downstream supply chain
without the need for track and trace style serialisation scanning and
communication between supply chain partners

– Those connecting to a VRS must have an L4 system running that can
respond to VRS requests
– Supply chain actors need to contract with and connect to one of the many
VRSs
– Processes need to be established to manage exceptions
Given the compliance deadline of November this year and the fact that the
VRS vendors are only just starting to go live now, it’s going to be challenging
to be ready in time.
The implementation of industry serialisation on this scale both within the EU
and USA remains unprecedented and as such, each new phase of
regulatory roll-out presents its own challenges. It should be acknowledged
that in both cases huge steps have been made towards securing the
pharmaceutical supply chain against the dangers of falsified medicines,
however the journey is far from over and there remains much work to be
done.
If you require help, advice or assistance with your company serialisation
strategy, please get in touch. If you would simply like to request a copy of
any of our serialisation booklets, please don’t hesitate to contact me
at Stephen.McIndoe@be4ward.com
Be4ward provides specialist consulting services to the pharmaceutical and
other highly regulated industries. We deliver value to our clients through a
combination of deep subject matter expertise and excellent consulting skills.
Whilst we have a thorough understanding of the supply base in our areas of
focus, we pride ourselves on providing entirely independent advice to our
clients.
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